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I. INTRODUCTION

CSKT’s Response [Doc. 96] (“Response”) to Defendants’ Joint Motion for

Summary Judgment [Doc. 87] fails to refute Defendants’ showing that summary

judgment is warranted in Defendants’ favor.

II. ARGUMENT

A. Defendants Are Not Relying on Title or Dedication By Implication.

Contrary to CSKT’s Response, Defendants are not relying on title or

dedication by implication. Defendants have, in fact, “respond[ed] to the Tribes’

central argument that only Congress can divest Tribes of their land,” Response at 1,

by establishing just that—Congress, through Section 17 of the Flathead Allotment

Act, 34 Stat. 354 (1906) (“Section 17”), divested CSKT of title to and jurisdiction

over the streets, alleys, and public reserves in Big Arm. This fact has been

consistently confirmed by the Department of Interior (“DOI”), and is a fact upon

which CSKT banked when it filed its Court of Claims case seeking payment for the

lands within Big Arm.

More to the point, for purposes of resolving CSKT’s claims here, Defendants

have established that the Big Arm streets, alleys, and public reserves were dedicated

to public use and are under County, and not CSKT, jurisdiction. Section 17 is an

express authorization by Congress to carve townsites out of the Flathead Reservation

(“Reservation”)—townsites complete with lots, streets, alleys and parks. Congress’
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mandate to the Secretary of the Interior (“Secretary”) was express and, as a result of

the Secretary’s compliance with Congress’ mandate and sale per O.P. Pesman and

other DOI authorities, the streets and alleys became dedicated to public use, vesting

jurisdiction in the County.

Cases like McFarland v. Kempthorne, 545 F.3d 1106 (9th Cir. 2008), cited

Response at 3, are irrelevant because they concern implied easements in the absence

of express grants—an issue not before this Court given the explicit language of the

Flathead Allotment Act (“FAA”), 33 Stat. 302 (1904), and Treaties. McFarland is

also distinguishable because Defendants are not predicating the County’s

jurisdiction on a right to merely “enter” public lands; rather, Section 17 specifically

authorized the Secretary to lay out streets and alleys for townsite purposes, the effect

of which was dedicating them to public use upon the sale of lots.

The McFarland court’s rejection of the landowner’s express easement

argument actually supports Defendants’ position. McFarland stated that a patent

with the word “appurtenances” will carry with it an existing easement, but not create

an easement. Id. at 1111. In other words: “[U]nless an easement existed at the time

of the grant, McFarland holds no easement.” Here, easements/rights-of-way existed

at the time the patents were issued—the streets and alleys designated on the approved

plat pre-date the issuance of the patents issued for Big Arm, which include

“appurtenances.” Consequently, the Big Arm patents “carried with [them] an
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existing easement.” This conclusion is also consistent with the Treaties, the FAA,

and their respective purposes and promises.

B. The “Compelling” Case Law CSKT Cites Is Not at Issue.

CSKT faults Defendants for not addressing federal Indian law that: 1) stands

for the proposition that only Congress can divest Tribes of their lands, see Response

at 3 (citing Solem v. Bartlett, 465 U.S. 463 (1984) and Watt v. Western Nuclear, Inc.,

462 U.S. 36 (1983)); and 2) that CSKT states stand for the proposition that the United

States owes tribes fiduciary duties. Id. (citing United States v. Santa Fe Pac. R.R.,

314 U.S. 339 (1941); United States v. Webb, 219 F3d 1127 (9th Cir. 2000); Pueblo

of San Ildefonso, 513 F.2d 1383 (Ct. Cl. 1975); Imperial Granite v. Pala Band, 940

F.2d 1269 (9th Cir. 1991). Defendants have not addressed these cases because

Defendants do not take issue with their holdings. In fact, DOI opinions and

memoranda in the record in this case establish that Congress divested CSKT of the

Big Arm streets, alleys, and public reserves, by virtue of Section 17 and the Treaties.

It is CSKT that ignores and sidesteps Section 17 and DOI precedent.

San Ildefonso supports Defendants. In that case, the United States argued the

Indian Claims Commission erred when it determined, inter alia, that certain lands

were “taken” as of the date of conveyances to grantees under public land laws.

Unlike the surveys in San Ildefonso, Section 17 and the creation of Big Arm reflect

Congress’ and the federal government’s then-present intention that Big Arm would
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be and was being used and occupied by white settlers and others. See Brief in Support

of Defendants’ Motion for Summary Judgment [Doc. 88] (“Joint Brief”) at 14-15;

Lundeen Response Brief in Opposition to Tribes’ Motion for Summary Judgment

[Doc. 71] at 7-8. The Big Arm survey was not done in mere “anticipation” of future

white settlement; rather, it was done to effectuate settlement already occurring by

many persons. San Idelfonso also confirmed the Commission appropriately set the

date that aboriginal title was extinguished as, in relevant part, the “dates on which

third persons entered lands conveyed to them under the public land laws.” 513 F.2d

at 1391.

C. CSKT’s Dissatisfaction With the Compensation Scheme for the
Townsites is an Issue With Congress.

CSKT appears to contend that the streets and alleys in Big Arm were not

“taken” because Congress did not include a mechanism in Section 17 for CSKT to

receive compensation for them. Response at 4. It was Congress (not the County) that

determined that lots should be appraised and sold pursuant to Section 2831 and it

was Congress who, according to CSKT, made no provision for appraisal or sale of

streets. CSKT is estopped from arguing that it was never compensated for the streets,

alleys, and public reserves in Big Arm because CSKT alleged a taking occurred, and

sought and received payment from the United States in Confederated Salish &

Kootenai Tribes v. United States, 437 F.2d 458, 479, 485 (Ct. Cl. 1971). This remedy
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was chosen by CSKT. The valuation and description contained in the Lee-Kenney

Report was adopted by the Court of Claims.

D. CSKT’s Attempts to Downplay DOI Documents Fail.

CSKT relies on Solem to try to discount the DOI opinions, memoranda, and

letters upon which Defendants rely as evidence of DOI’s consistent position that

approval of the plat dedicated streets and alleys to public use. To the extent the

Solem1 approach is useful for this Court, its framework supports Defendants.

First, as discussed above and at length in Defendants’ pleadings, the FAA

generally, and Section 17 specifically, evidence Congress’ intent to open the

Reservation to non-Indian settlement. The record also demonstrates why the Bureau

of Reclamation specifically chose Big Arm to be a townsite—its location was

valuable for a shipping point, and, in 1911, even before the plat was approved, the

townsite “contain[ed] about 125 buildings and ha[d] a population estimated between

1 Solem’s framework for analyzing whether a congressional act diminished or
disestablished a reservation irrelevant here because Defendants have not raised
diminishment and this Court need not reach that issue to resolve the merits of this
case. The Ninth Circuit has held “[t]he question of whether title to Indian land has
been extinguished is separate from the question of disestablishment.” Idaho v.
Andrus, 720 F.2d 1461, 1464-65 (9th Cir. 1983). Solem is also irrelevant to the
jurisdictional questions before this Court because Tribes are presumed to lack
regulatory authority over non-Indian activities on non-Indian land, even if that land
is within a reservation’s exterior boundaries. See Montana v. United States, 450 U.S.
544, 559 n.9 (1981). To the extent, CSKT has now put diminishment at issue, doing
so constitutes an additional waiver of sovereign immunity.
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200 and 300 people and further building operations [were] in progress.” See Joint

Brief at 16. Streets were necessary to support this “small, permanent town”, its

inhabitants, and their professions. See Lake County’s Response Brief to CSKT

Motion for Summary Judgment [Doc. 92] at 15.

CSKT’s primary reliance on Solem is to discount the DOI opinions,

memoranda, and letters upon which Defendants rely. The DOI opinions Defendants

cite that are contemporaneous to Section 17 and the establishment of Big Arm are

relevant to this Court’s analysis, even though those documents do not directly relate

the Reservation, because they evidence DOI’s “general” principle of law applicable

when the 1906 Act was passed and when the Big Arm site was selected and the plat

approved. See Joint Brief at 17. These decisions provide highly relevant insight into

Congress’ intent in 1906.

CSKT also discounts the 1929 DOI opinion regarding Lodge Pole Townsite.

This opinion, however, is relevant in that it demonstrates DOI’s interpretation of the

general rule of law discussed above as applied to townsites.

CSKT also argues that this Court should ignore the letters of Interior officials

related directly to the Reservation because they are “superficial,” “contradictory”

and written many years after the passage of the 1906 Act. Response at 7. True, the

1957 Allen Letter CSKT quotes “offers superficial opinion” with “little analysis”

and was written many years after the 1906 Act. Three years later, however, Mr. Allen
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wrote two letters,2 with more detailed analysis, which were specifically informed by

Mr. Collier’s 1934 Letter, which confirmed that DOI’s position then was that

Secretarial approval of a townsite plat “constitutes a dedication to public use of the

streets and alleys shown on the plat.” See Joint Brief at 18.

CSKT cites Exhibits 24, 25, and 26—all of which support County

jurisdiction over Big Arm streets and refute CSKT jurisdiction.3 Contrary to

CSKT’s argument, DOI’s actions and statements “manifest [a] single clear

perception” regarding the effect of approval of a townsite—the County is vested

with jurisdiction over the streets and alleys laid out on that plat.4 Given CSKT’s

position that CSKT, and not the County, has jurisdiction over the streets and alleys

in Big Arm, this evidence is not “useless”5 but is instead directly relevant to CSKT’s

claims in its complaint and completely undermines them.

2 See Joint Brief at 17-19.

3 Exhibit 24 is the 1957 Allen letter; 25 is a cover letter transmitting the 1957 Allen
letter; and 26 is a 1970 letter based on the 1957 Allen letter.

4 For this reason, among others, Confederated Salish & Kootenai Tribes v. Namen,
665 F.2d 951 (9th Cir. 1982), Response at 8-9, is inapposite, and, in the County’s
view, wrongly decided.

5 See Response at 7 (citing Solem and contending this evidence in “useless”). If this
evidence is “useless,” the Court should ignore it in CSKT’s pleadings and the Smith
Report.
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Contrary to CSKT’s Response, the County has exercised nearly exclusive

jurisdiction, while CSKT has exercised nearly none. See Amended Counterclaim

(Doc. 39) at ¶¶ 59-70; 73-88. The fact that the County road book does not identify

all roads in Big Arm or that the County did not undertake all snow removal is not

dispositive.

E. CSKT’s Attempts to Minimize the Treaties’ Importance Should Be
Rejected.

CSKT devotes nine pages of its Response attempting to undermined or refute

Defendants’ reliance on the Treaty of Hell Gate July 16, 1855, 12 Stat. 975, and the

Lame Bull Treaty, October 17, 1855, 11 Stat. 657. CSKT’s wide-ranging arguments

lack merit. First, Defendants have standing to assert the Treaty provisions. CSKT is

a party to the Treaties and is bound by its obligations under them, obligations which

flow to the public. See Lake County’s Response Brief to Motion to Dismiss

Counterclaims [Doc. 40] at 20-22 (addressing CSKT’s similar standing argument

and distinguishing cases CSKT cites); Lundeen’s Response Brief to Motion to

Dismiss Counterclaims [Doc. 41] at 25-29 (same). Moreover, CSKT’s argument that

the Treaties should not be interpreted by this Court is contradicted by their own

pleadings. CSKT brought this action under 28 U.S.C. § 1362 asserting that this

“arises under the Constitution, laws, and treaties of the United States.” Amended

Complaint [Doc. 60], at 3. Having brought this action and relied on the Treaties,
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CSKT cannot now argue that the Court should not enforce them according to their

terms.

Second, CSKT’s suggestion that Defendants are using the Treaties to contend

that nonmembers can create townsites or take tribal land is incorrect and exaggerated

rhetoric. See Response at 13-14. Defendants’ arguments rest on the Treaties’

language itself and the Treaties’ intent and purposes, which CSKT ignores. As

discussed in Defendants’ briefing, both of the Treaties demonstrate that 1) public

roads could be run through the Reservation and 2) access across and over the

Reservation on those roads was to be available to both CSKT and its members and

to “citizens of the United States.”6

CSKT’s other argument rests on the “exclusive use” provision of the Hell Gate

Treaty. CSKT admits that Hell Gate Treaty provisions were designed to “foster

agriculture and industry.” Response at 18. CSKT ignores the fact, however, that

roads across the Reservation and non-Indian travel on those roads was necessary to

reach those goals.

6 Mr. Abbot’s 1911 Letter does not reject Defendants’ treaty-based arguments. First,
it addresses only the Hell Gate and not the Lame Bull Treaty. Second, although Mr.
Abbott does say that the Hell Gate Treaty did not provide any “manner for
establishing highways across the reservation” he concluded that roads put into use
under the Treaty that have been in constant use “may be considered public
highways.” Id. (emphasis added). Finally the letter does not address townsites or
Section17’s impact.
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For the first time, CSKT acknowledges the Lame Bull Treaty—from which

CSKT received significant benefits, including peace with other warring Tribes and

a guarantee regarding accessibility to buffalo—but only quotes one provision.

CSKT’s Response entirely ignores that CSKT “agree[d] that citizens of the United

States may live in and pass unmolested through the countries respectively occupied

and claimed by [CSKT].” Lame Bull Treaty, 11 Stat. 657, Art. VII (emphasis

added).7 Despite this unambiguous language, CSKT asserts: “In 1855, there was not

even a suggestion that non-Indians had a right to locate or own lands within the

Reservation.” CSKT’s argument is belied by the Lame Bull Treaty. See Joint Brief

at 11-12. CSKT’s unsupported argument that CSKT leaders did not intend for the

Lame Bull Treaty to allow non-Indian entry is refuted by authority CSKT has

previously cited that confirms that non-Indian entry to the Reservation was presented

to CSKT and that CSKT leaders agreed to it. See Joint Brief at 11-12 (through Lame

Bull Treaty, “CSKT consented to roads through the Reservation for non-Indian use

and agreed that non-Indians could live in and pass through the Reservation.”).

CSKT’s other arguments are similarly unavailing. Defendants have not

violated the canons of treaty construction because they apply when there is an

ambiguity and the Lame Bull Treaty is unambiguous. Defendants are not arguing

7 CSKT’s argument that the Court of Claims confirmed that the Reservation was set
aside for CSKT’s “exclusive use” ignores that the Lame Bull Treaty was apparently
not presented in that case.
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that the Lame Bull Treaty repealed the Hell Gate Treaty by implication. Rather,

CSKT agreed to the Lame Bull Treaty’s provisions, and CSKT is bound by the

language in both Treaties.

CSKT asserts that Defendants rely on the Treaties because, according to

CSKT, Lake County was required to but did not comply with the 1901 Act with

respect to Big Arm. Response at 12. As Defendants established, neither the FAA

nor Section 17 require the County to comply with the 1901 Act. See Joint Brief at

17-18 (citing 1906 DOI opinion concluding that the 1901 Act did not apply). The

United States’ process relating to the Big Arm townsite location was well-

documented and detailed. Multiple federal officials from different agencies were

involved in approving the location of Big Arm. Joint Brief at 16. Yet none of the

DOI officials involved contend in any of the documents regarding Big Arm (or other

townsites) that compliance with the 1901 Act was required.8 Rather, the cited DOI

materials make clear it was the federal government’s actions, undertaken in

compliance with law, that resulted in dedication of the streets, alleys, and reserves

to public use.

8 Peasley v. Trosper, Response at 12, is irrelevant because the road at issue in that
case is not within the Big Arm or any townsite. Additionally, the court reasoned that
because the 1915 Act (not the 1901 Act) required compliance with state law, and
because the county had not followed state law to perfect the roads, the road was not
a public highway. 64 P.2d 109, 112 (1936). CSKT’s suggestion that Defendants’
reliance on the Treaties is misplaced because no one argued the relevance of the
Treaties in Peasley lacks merit.
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Defendants’ reliance on the Treaties is simple—the Treaties establish the

United States intended to make roads that were public ways of right through and

across the Reservation and CSKT agreed to this. CSKT’s attempts to deflect from

this simple proposition must be rejected.

F. The Court of Claims Decision Bars CSKT’s Assertion of Title to
and Jurisdiction Over Big Arm Streets.

CSKT’s attempt to distance itself from the Court of Claims proceeding it

initiated and prevailed in is perplexing. CSKT contends that “it is now impossible,

at a microscopic level, to figure out exactly what Big Arm land was in and what was

out.” Response at 20. If anyone should know “exactly what land” was in and what

was out, it is CSKT, because CSKT sued the United States alleging, inter alia, that

CSKT had not been adequately compensated for the Big Arm Townsite lands.9

CSKT appears to question the quality of the Lee-Kenney appraisal, arguing

for example, that, given the fact that Lee/Kenney appraised over 404,00 acres of

land, “[i]t stretches credulity to think that much attention was paid to the 126.66

acres in Big Arm.” Response at 25. Contrary to CSKT’s current position, the Lee-

Kenney report is unequivocal about the amount of land appraised within the Big

Arm Townsite—126.66 Acres. This amount of acreage corresponds to the entirety

9 Barnes v. Hodel, 819 F.2d 250 (9th Cir. 1987), Response at 25, is unpersuasive
because the Lee-Kenney report specifically identified the Big Arm Townsite
acreage, as well as other townsite and villa site acreage.
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of the Big Arm Townsite less the 80 acres allegedly eliminated in 1930 from the

original 206.66 platted in 1913. CSKT also appears to suggest that Lee and Kenney

should have but didn’t subtract the acreage restored to CSKT in 1956. CSKT’s

argument on this point, if anything, highlights that CSKT was perhaps over-

compensated in 1971.

CSKT’s Response contends that it is not barred by res judicata, collateral

estoppel, judicial estoppel, accord and satisfaction, or payment. Each of these

arguments fail as set forth in the Defendants’ Brief. In short, CSKT sued for and

obtained payment for the streets, alleys, and public reserves in Big Arm but now

claims ownership of them. That inconsistent position flies in the face of the finality

of judgments, judicial estoppel, and fair play.

Defendants’ position regarding the Court of Claims case effect is simple:

CSKT cannot have been paid for the Big Arm Townsite lands, based on CSKT’s

own arguments that Congress divested CSKT of those lands, and still have title to

and jurisdiction over those lands. It is not Lake County’s position that the Court of

Claims case transferred title to Lake County—rather, the Court of Claims case

completely undermines CSKT’s claims. As CSKT acknowledges, CSKT must

prevail on the strength of its title, which it cannot because it was compensated for

the lands over which it now seeks to assert jurisdiction. See Response at 23 (CSKT

must recover on the strength of its own title).
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III. CONCLUSION

Summary judgment should be entered in Defendants’ favor.

DATED this 7th day of February, 2020.
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